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The purpose of this thesis is to examine some of the aspects of the
optimal periodic control problem which has distinguished itself from other
control problems by the very fact that it requires each control u, once
designed, to operate periodically, and the corresponding state trajectory
can thus also be periodically extended. Optimal periodic control theory,
is still a relatively new subject, yet it has many applications, expecially
in the field of chemical engineering.
Materials of this thesis is organized into two chapters. In chapter 1,'
we study a second variation sufficient condition for cycling improvement
relative to an optimal constant control, which has been developed by Bittanti,
Fronza and Guardabassi, while in chapter 2, we specialize our study to the
optimal periodic control problem in the linear quadratic case.
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Prof. T. WU and Dr. B. WONG for their useful discussions with me. I also
wish to thank Mr. W.S. NC for his typing.
Chapter 1
Normality and Proper Performance
lmprovement'in Periodic Control.
11. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the study of optimal periodic control theory has been actively
pursued by many and various interesting aspects have been surveyed in Ref. L1]
and [2]. An optimal periodic-control problem, in general, is not easy to
solve. However, a special feature of this field is that accompanying with the
original periodic control problem there will-be correspondingly a finite
dimensional optimization problem. It may be easier to solve this induced
problem-instead of solving the original one and so obtaining an optimal constant
solution to the original problem. With this solution at hand one may naturally
ask: Under what conditions can it be improved by a proper periodic control In
the sense that a better value of-the performance index can be achieved by a
proper periodic operation? Up to now three different sets of sufficient
.conditions have been derived. The first one is simply by requiring that the
optimal steady-state (i.e., constant) solution contradicting the maximum
principle- a necessary condition for an optimal periodic solu+ion. Another
sufficient condition for proper periodic improvement is based on relaxed control
method( [1] and [3]), and thirdly, it is of considerable interest to note
that a second variation sufficient condition for proper improvement has been
investigated in [4]. The purpose of this chapter is to give a careful study
of the second variation sufficient condition for proper periodic improvement
and hence refine the work in [4]. Our approach adapts mainly from that of
Hestenes( [5]) and the role of normality, appears to have been overlooked,
is vital in our discussion.
2. PRILIMINARIES:
We shall consider optimal periodic control problems of the following type:
2PT
1max I(u)_ T 0g(y,u)dt, is freeT
0
subject to x= f(x,u)
(P) y h(x) x(T)= X(O), which can be writ-ten as
rT
1(T (u) I (u))T f(x,u)dt= 01 n T
J
In addition, we also require
rT
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and (In+q+l(u) Yoe*Y In+q+p(u))' w(y,u)dt 0,T
10
where T denotes transpose, U
a preassigned subspace of Lm [O,T]
x(t) e IRn yt E IR' and
v, w are mappings such'that
v IR r x IR m-•-} IR q
w IR x IRm--} IRP
We assume that an optimal constant solution (x, u) of (P) is found
.,.) v(h(•),.) w(h(•),•) are c in a neighborhood of (x, U)
g(h(•),. are twice differentiable at (x, u)
Define H such that
H(x, u g(h(x),u)+ xTf(x,u)+ uTv(h(x),u)+ vTw(h(x),u)
where T denotes transpose.
3We assume that there exist A, u, U, such that
Hy X U u V= 0
H ( x, u u, v)= 0
and -vi. wi (h(x) u)= 0
We note that this assumption can be guaranteed if (x,u) is a regular
point, in the usual sense of programming theory, of the optimal steady-state
problem of (P) which is given by
max g(y,u)





andwhere x c IRn, IR r, e IRm.
Definition 2.1. When x, u defined on 10 ,T satisfy x= f(x,u)
we call (x, u) to be a. pa i r defined on [O,T]
Definition 2.2. A pair (x,u) defined on[O,t] is admissible if it
satisfies the constraints of (P)
Definition 2.3. (ax, au) is a variation pair of a pair (x,u) defined
on [o,t] if it satisfies
.
x= fx(x,u)ax+ fIf(x,u)c5u on [o ,t]
and that
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Definition 2.4 A variation pair defined on
of an afmissinble
pair (x,u) is admissible if it also satisfies
then,
and,
We now introduce the concept of normality. which is adapted from the.one
in [5] (pp 270-273).
Definition 2.5 An admissible pair (x, u) defined on is normal if
there exist n+q+p' variation. pairs defined on such that
det
where p' is the number of all i, such that
Definition 2.6 Problem (P) is proper if there exists an admissible pair
(x,u) such that
3A sufficient condition for (P) to be proper.
To this end, we first introduce alemma which can be found in [5]
(pp 273, Lemma 7.1).
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Lemma3 . 1 . Let ( Xo , uo ) be a pair satisfiesthe differentialequation
x = f ( x , u ) anddefinedon [ O , t ] withuo . e Lm [ o , t ]
Supposethat f is C ( 2 ) on an open region X x U containing
{ ( Xo( t ) , u o ( t ) ) , t e [ 0 , t ] } .
Let{ ( x a , u a ) ,
a = 1 , . . . , k } be a set of k variationpairs
of ( X o , u o ) .
k
Let u ( t , E ) = U + Eaduff( t ) , wherethe notationEn 6 un means a u a
a= 1
and E = ( E 1 , . . . , Ek) .
Letx ( O , E ) = xo ( 0 ) + Ea 6 xa ( 0 ) .
Then , there exists > 0 such that for each E with | | E | | < ,
the differentialequationx = f ( x , u ) with initial conditionx ( 0 , E ) =
= x o ( 0 ) + Ea Xxa ( 0 ) has a uniquesolutionx ( • , E ) definedon [ O , t ]
andsuchthatX ( • , 0 ) = Xo ( • ) .
Further, the functionx ( • , • ) has first and secondcontinuouspartial
derivatives with respect to
andhas( 6 xa , 6 ua ) as{ E : | | E | | < }
its variationpair along ( x , u ) with respectto Ea in the sense that
ax auXa( t ) ( t , O) u ( t ) ( t , 0 ) ( a = 1 , . . . , k , tE [ O , t ]aEaaEa
Proof: see [ 5 ] , Lemma7 . 1 .
Remark3 . 1 . If we replace( Xo , u o ) in the abovelemmawith the given
optimalsteady - state pair ( x , u ) , then the conditionf f can be replaced
by requiringthat f be C ( 2 ) on a neighborhoodof ( x , u ) IF
The followinglemmais similarto Theorem7 . 1 of [ 5 ] and makes use of
the normality condition .
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Lemma 3.2. Suppose that (x0,. u0) is a normal admissible pair, v(h(•),•)
w(h(•),•) and f(•,.) are 'C(2) on an open re ion X x U containing
(xo(t), uo(t)), t [o,tJ} and that ( x, u) is an admissible variation
pair of (xo, uo)
Then, there exists a one-parameter family of admissible pairs
{(x(•,e) u(•,e)), - < < such that (x(•,0), u(•0))= (x0,u0),
satisfying the relations IY(u(•, e))= ej' ( u), y= 1,..., n+q+p'
where p' is the number of a<l<l i , 1 i p, sich that In+q+i(Uo)=0
and the function x(•,•) has first and second continuous partial derivatives
with respect to , -< < , and has ( x , u) as its admissible
variation pairs along (xo ,Uo) in the sense that
x(t) = ax (t,0) u(t)=au(t,0) t o,t
Proof: By the normality of (xo,uo,), there exists a set
( xa, bua), a= 1,..., n+q+p'} of variation pairs of (x, uo) such that
det(IY.( ua))0, (y= 1,..., n+q+' a= 1 n+a+p
IPt
u(t, , E)= uo(t)+(Sua(t)+ Sou(t)
where
=( 1 n+q+p t) E IR
Then, by lemma 2.1, there exists > 0 such that for each ( , )
with ( , ) < , and correspondingly we have x(•, , E) satisfying
the differential equation
x= f(x, u(t,,e))
7withinitialcondtionx ( 0 , B , E ) = Xo ( 0 ) + Ba xa ( 0 ) + E x ( 0 )
and such that Xo ( · ) .
The functionX ( · ， · ， · ) has first and secondpartial continuous
derivativeswithrespectto ( B , E ) { ( B , E ) , | | ( B , E ) | | < ' } and
( t , O , O ) = ( t , O , O ) = a = 1 , . . . , n + q + p ' ,
( t , O , O ) =
( t , O , O ) =
Since Y = 1 , . . . , n + q + p ' the equation
Y = 1 , . . . , n + q + p ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 2 )
. . . . . . . . . . . ( 1 )
has the initial solution
NowtheJacobianof F ( B , E ) = ( F 1 ( B , E ) , . . . , Fn + q + p , ( B , E ) ) at ( 0 , 0 )
withrespectto B = ( B 1 , . . . , Bn + q + p ' ) is det
which in non - zero by assumption
It follows from the implicit function theorem that there is a > 0
and the equation( 2 ) has solutions
Ba = Ba ( E ) whichis of class C ( 2 )
such that Ba ( 0 ) = 0 . SubstituteBa ( · ) In ( 2 ) and taking derivatives
with respectto E at E = O , we obtain
Since det this means that
Ba ' ( 0 ) = 0 , a = 1 , . . . , n + q + p ' .
Y = 1 , . . . , n + q + p '
8Now we have a one-parameter family
such that the function has first and second continuous partial
derivatives with respect to E and
and by (2),
The remaining work is to show
But we have
and
It follows that there exists
such that for each
This completes the proof.
Remark 3.2. If we replace in the above lemma by the given optimal
steady-state pair then the conditions on
and can be replaced by requiring that they are
on a neighborhood
Definition 3.1. For simplicity we set
Assume that no eigenvalue of A has zero real part. (This condition
guarantees the existence of Define such that
where
9We said n is partially positive for some w 0 in the sense that
there exists w 0, X c C such that X II(w) X 0. Now we are in
the position to state our main theorem:
Theorem 3.1. Suppose the optimal steady-state pair Cx,u).is normal on each [0,T and
satisfying all assumptions listed in Section 2. Let f(•,•),- v(h(•),•)..
w(h(•),•) be C` on a neighborhood of (x,u) and Q(h(•)••) 'be twice
differentiable at (x,u), then we have the following results:
If n is partially positive for some w 0, then (P) is orooer,
Conversely, suppose V. 0, 1 i p', (this condition can be
guaranteed if (x,u) is a regular point), and if there exists a piecewise
smooth control Su defined on [0, -r], and a sequence e- --0 0
such that IN+ eM 8u) I(u) V m then there exists w 0 such that
H(w) is not negative definite.
Proof: For each admissible variation pair (6x, 6u) of (x, u), by Lemma 3.2,
There exists a one parameter family {(x(•, E), u(•, E)), -S E 6} of
admissible pairs such that (x(•.0). u(•.0))_ (x.u).
and (4a)
and the tunction x(•,•) has first and second continuous partial derivatives
with respect to c., and has (ox, 6u) as its admissible variation pair along
(x,u) in the sense that
For simplicity we set I= Z(u), 1= _C(u). I.= I.(u), etc,









note that we have applied the relation
and has second continuous derivative wi+h
respect to e to make the second variation to be of thp. form
(by inn anain thA rplatinnc
(4b)
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Now suppose that is partially positive for some By the
continuity of with respect to we may suppose that is partially
positive for
Let be such that and define be
such that
where is the conjugate of X
Then correspondingly
and it is clear from the form of
where c, d are constant vectors; that
n+q+p (5)
Hence the variation pair is admissible
FirthPr, (6)
Now for the chosen from (4a), (5), the one naralneter
family
of admissible pairs with respect
to and has the following property :
(7)
It follows from (4b) , (6) , (7) tha+
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when is small enough. This shows that (P) is proper
Uonverseiy, suppose That Trere'exists admissible variation pair ( x. u )such
that u is piecewise smooth on [O,T], and a sequence m-- 0 such
that










Since 63J (Su)- always equal to zero, from (8) we have
i.e., (9)
If U,. n(0)U, 0. then by the continuity of n- +hPrP PXi,--+c,.,-, n
such that U, H(w)U, 0, and hence II i s• part i a I I v Dos i t i ve for some c)
If U n(0)Ur, 0, then since Su is not a constant functin_
(thi.s can be guaranteed by observing that if ou is a constnat, then for
0 EM a, we have (x(•,E-), u+ E du) an admissible pair. and
IN+ c au)- I(u) 0, constradicts that u is an optimal steady-state
control), in viewed of (9) there exists k 0, such that U,/ 0
and U,_ (kc)U,- 0. This completes the proof.
Remark 3.3. If the condition IN+ E au) 1(u) d m in the converse
parr of the above theorem is replaced by requiring that IN+ Em du) I(u) d m,
then in view of the above proof, we see that n is not negative definite
some w 0
If the condition (x,u) is normal on each ('O.TI is replaced by
that (x u)
i s normal on some 10 Tl then Theorem 3. 1 qt i I I hn Io nrnv i rH i nn
that n is partially positive for
4. Some examDIes.
Example 4.1. This example shows that. if the normality conditin is nhcpnt_

























The only solution is x= 0, u= 0, so that there is no proper periodic
improvement, while H
at (0,0), and hence
Example 4.2 This example Shows that even the normality condition is guaranteed,
but if we set
as stated in f4] and not of the form
as stated here in Theorem 3.1, then even though
is
partially positive for some there still may not have proper periodic




Then clearly is an nntimal cnlution.
We check for normality:
Choose
then
This shows that the normality condition is satisfied at (0,0). On the other
hand, if H= (-x+u+u2)+ (x- 2u), as stated in [4], then the
unique choice for
Pw (0,0)= 0, and v<0 is v = -1, = 0
Thus H= (-x+u+u2), and Hu = 1, showing that II is partially
positive for large_ w
We also note that the above example demonstrates the fact that in order
to satisfy the inequality constraint, even the system equation is linear, for
each admissible pair (x,u) = (0,0), it must be of the form
x= 0+ x+ 0( ) where 0( )=0, and it is not enough to take
x= 0+ ox. I t follows that if H is only of the form H= g+ f+ uv,
15
16
then Hx(x,u) may not equal to zero, and there should be a term Hx
in the second variation &2J where x= 0+ E&x+ E2E+0(E2),and hence&2J
E2E.+ 0(E2), and hence &2 J
is not exactly of the form
For a related discussion one may consult61 (pp. 261-263)
5. Conclusions
Adapting the optimal control theory by Hestenes to the periodic control
situation we have derived a second order sufficient condition for proper system
performance improvement by periodic control. Our work is inspired by that of
[4], even though we have illustrated by examples that [4] contains some
discrepancies. However, they have been remedied here by the introduction of the
key assumption of normality.
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1. Introduction. In the study.of sufficient condition for cycling improve-.
2
ment, a quadratic type performance index &2J occured, and the II- criterion,
under some conditions, tel'Is us that &2J will be greater than zero when a
suitable chosen non-constant control 6u is applied [1] [2]. we now ask
further that, how can &2J not only be greater than zero, but also achieves
its best value? This is a linear quadratic periodic optimization problem.
Comparing with other admissible control 6u of this new problem, can optimal
control. &u of it will most probably give a good improvement to the optimal
steady state solution of the original problem in the sense that &u will at
least maximize &2J, and thus it is reasonable for us to choose &u instead
of others to strive for improvement. From this point of view, it is worth-
while for us to search for &u while the linear quadratic optimization pros'
.by itself, is also of much interest.
The purpose of this chapter-is to give an algebraic procedure of constr-
ucting optimal periodic control and optimal period for the time invariant
linear quadratic problem with constraints. An outline of the chapter is as
follows. In Section 2 we give a pricise problem statement and some conditions
that ensure the existence and uniquiness of periodic solution for the equation
with periodic boundary conditions. In Section 3, we develop the main results
while in Section 4, some illustrative examples are given. Section 5 contains
some concluding remarks.
2. Problem Statement. We shall investigate the Following problem (P).
19
Maximize
subject to the constraints
where
where A, B, C, E, F and P, Q, R are constantmatrices. Further we
mayassume, without loss of generality, that P and R are symmetric
matrices.
Let? be the set of al continuously piecewise smooth function u
on [0,?] with period? for some?> 0.
Let? be a preassigned subset of such that
Then we require u to satisfy the constraint:
We need an assumption for our study:
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Assumption 1. A has no e i genva I ue -w i th zero real Dart-
This assumption guarantees the existence of (jwI-A)-1, vw IR
We now introduce a proposition,
Proposition 2.1.
Suppose jwI- A is nons i nu I ar for each. c then t- ,ter-,,,
is non-singular for each -r 0 where (D(s,•) is the trans i t i nn matr,. „f
x Ax. Conversely, if I- (D(T, 0) is nonsingular for each -r 0-
then j wY- A is nonsingular for each w c ]R\,, {0}
Proof: Suppose first that .iwj- A is nonsingular fnr Pach c 1P
given T 0, let x0 be such thatI- (D(T, 0)) x„= 0.
We claim that xo must be zero.
Since '(t,O)x o is a periodic solution of the equation x= Ax, we
have x(,) c(t,O)Xo and x(.) are both smooth function on IO.Tl with
period T, and they. have the following Fourier series renresPntatinnc
on O, Tj:
x(t) k ak exp(jkwt)




t fn I I nwc f rnm thp Ani iat i nn Y= A -I- ha -I-
(jkwL- A)a,= 0
Hence ak U V k.
This shows that (D(t,0)xo= x(t)= 0. So that xo= 0, as is
required. Conversely, suppose' I- (D(T, 0)' i s nonsingular for each 'r 0.
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Let w c IR, w/ 0 and suppose that (jwl- A) X= 0 for some X e tn
Let x(t)= X exp(jwt)+ x exp(-jwt),
Then x(t)= jwX exp(jwt)+ (-jw)X exp(-,jwt).
Since (jwi- A)X= 0, we have (jwL- A)X= 0, i.e. (-jwj- A)X= 0'
and x(.) satisfies the equation X= Ax with x(o)= X+ X= x(T),
27rZwhere
Now from the theory of differential equation we have
x(t)= (D(t.0)(X+)
Hence, X+ X= X(T)_ (T.O)(X+ X)
i.e. (I- (t,o))(X+ X) 0.
The nonsingularity assumption on I- o(r,0)imulies that x+ x=
and thus if X= a+ ib then a= 0.
Now from (jut- A)X= 0 we also have(jwI- A)( i X)=o amd ix= bfie
Repeating the above procedure we can also show that b= 0. This completes
the proof.
Corollary 2.2 Supposew juI A is nonsingular for each w E ZR. then for
each u is LmO,Ti, there exists uniquely an absolutely continuous function












Since I- c(T.0) is nonsinqular, x.- is uniquely aeterminea Dy
1(T,S)BU(s)dsxo.= II- (I-(t.01)
0
Remark 2.1. The idea of using 1- (D(T,U)) to ensure Tne exisTence
and uniqueness of periodic solution of Tne equation x= hx -r Du Wd5 ilr51
introduced in 131
solutions of the problem (P)-
For each u e with period t,
tt
p(T,S) Bu (s)ds 1- D (t,s)Bu(s)ds.let. X(t) Ct,0) lI (D(T,0))
0to
Then x(.) satisfies the equation x Ax+ Uu W I Tn X O.) XI L) drlU
are both continuously piecewise smooth on LU,TJ WITn perioa L
Hence we can write
on [0, T] where
Now from the equation x= Ax+ Bu we have
Where
Hence x has another representation:
where
For each > 0, there exists a vLemma 3.1 Let u L
with period T such that
is the essential supremum norm ofwhere
Proof: Fix > 0.. Choose > > 0 such that
Write u = u + - u




Since u+,u- are integrable, by Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem
we have




Hence where fin, is the simple function (3.2)
Clearly we also have
Let
where Al are measurable subsets of [O,t] and
XAi is the characteristic fniction of
and
Nnw there exist sets
U,,..., Um, such that each Ui Is a finite
union of half open subintervals of
where m denotes Lebesgue measure.










(3.3).= m (Ui Ai) - m (Ai U (Ui Uj)) ≥ m (Ui Ai) - &ji 2M
Note that (Ui Ai)U(Ui\Ai)U(Ai\Ui) = Ui Ai
so that
m(Ui Ai) + m ((Ui\Ai) U(Ai\Ui)) ≥ mAi
and
m(Ui Ai) ≥ mAi - &
4M2 (3.4)
Combining(33),(34) we have
m(Ui\U (Ui Uj) Ai) ≥ mAi - & - &
Ji 2M 4M2
It follows that




≥ M mAi - &- & = t - & - & > t - &
i=1 24M2 4M
Hence Ns only on a set of measure less than &




s 2 d+ = N 2 d+ s 2 d+
T
O B B




since M(B) ≤ & and & u 2 2 and s ≤ u
Moreover, since m(B)& and s ≤ N ≤ U
2& u ≤ 3 we have
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Now the set of points of discontinuity of s is finite and is
contained in
where Ii are disjoint intervals such that
We define. a continuously piecewise smooth function v on [O,T]
with period T as follows:
v(0)= v(T)= 0, v is linear on each Ii and v = s on
Then we have and
(3.7)




From (3.1) (3.6) and (3.8) we have
(3.6)
From (3.2) (3.5) (3.7) we have
Finally we have
This completes the proof
Bv using Lemma 3.1 we have the foIInwing proposition:
For each >0, there existsProposition 3.2 Let
with period T such that
and
Proof: Fixed >0. Then for each , (0< < ), by Lemma 3.1, there
exists v with period T such that
and
(T,s)Bu(s)ds + (t,s)Bu(s)ds,Let x1_(t) = (t,0)(I- (T,0))
It
T







where n is a constant depends only on u.
Now choose small enough so that 0<no< , and then we obtain the
proposition.
We are in a position to express J(u) more explicitly.










Since (s) is self-adjoint for each s, there existsa diagonal
matrix r(s), and an unitary matrix U(s) such that
(s)= U *(s) F(s) U(s)
We write r(s) as
where (s) are roots of
Since (s) is self- ad.ioint, we see that Xi(s) are real numbers,
so we can regard as real value functions on .
We note that since (- s)= (s)i, we can seT sucn TnaT
i (s)= i (-s)
s(j ) has a geometric seriesexpressiojn:For
G(jw)
It follows that there exist constants K, and wo, such that
W.is ditterenrtlaeie WITH respecT TOWe note that
Hence ai are differentiable bounded tunctions on .IR
I t then follows that i (s) are bounded s i ncphpv are roots of
We now state a lemma:
Lemma 3.3. For each X ,i(s) and each e o. there exists
such that
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Proof: Given e 0, there miic+vlc+, a:-I:_
cenTers aT as(s) with radius 0 r E such that
Since i f- this is not the case. then thArA
D(aI (s), E) with limit point a_ (s) ciirh +hA+(-, 1- n
This shows that f_= 0 on D(.(s)_ P-)- whir'h a
5o let r E be such that f- (z)/ 0 on
since u is compact, f,_1 As continuous on C. sn that Ifl




by Kouche's Theorem, fc- and f- have the same number of zero
in U, so there is a 'YS) which is a root of f such that
we are now in a position to determine solutions of nrhl m (P)_ niir
dpproacn depends on choosing suitable A.(s). There are three cases:




we define where U(0)X
c occurs at the ith component; provided such satisfies
constraints (1.1) and (1.2), otherwise we define a sequence
follows:
where
is a sequence of non-zero numbers such that correspondingly
there is a strictly increasing sequence
with
as and are chosen such that
where occurs at the
k th component.
By Lemma 3.3. the choice of is Possible. We shall show that
is an optimal control and is a maximizing sequence in a sense
to be stated later.






occurs at the ith Componpnt
We shaII show is an optimal control.
(III)Suppose there exists no such that
Then, there exists a sequence of non-zero numbers fnr which
correspondingly. there is a strictly increasinc seauence
such
that
We define a sequence of cnntrols ac follows:
wnere occurs at the k th
component
We shall show that is a maximizina senuenre.
Remark 3.1. From the above construction and the fart that U(s) is
unitary, for each s, we see that either
all satisfin constraints(C1) .and (C2);in nther words,
they are admissible controls of problem (P).
Now we prove The optimality of and





Since U(kw) is unitary fnt eaxh k, we have
Now J(u)
This shows that u is optimal among all u
Now let u
with we want to
show that
For each > 0, by proposition 3.2, there exists
T such that
J (u) J (v)+ e and (3.9)
Now we consider a new optimization prodlem which is the same as the




where occurs at the
ith component.
Repeat the above proof. We see thatnv
we havr
(3.10)
From (3,9) and (3.10), we have
Since is arbitrary, we have
This shows the optimality of
Now suppose the problem (P) does not allows us to contrut u, wo +hen
nave we claim
to be a maximizinq sequence in the sense
that for each such that
ln fact, has the property that
where
From the proof of the optimality of we see that
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Since
we have to hp
a maximizing sequence and
we summarize what we have done in the
Theorem 3.4. Suppose Assumntinn 1 holds then there are threecases of
SOIUTions or (V) which have been described in the above discuccinn
Remark 3.2. We have not yet discusse the topplp\ogieal properties of
In the case of m= 1,2,3,4 we can solved i(s) by standatd algebraic
method and hence they are of C`W' since they are in terms of the components
of II(s) which are of C `W'. I n the case of general m, if we add
I ne cona i T i on That for each s, II(s) has no multiple roots by
the implicit function theorem we cam solve i(') and they are of C( )
Kemark 3.3: Our problem (P) allows L to be vaIii in. (0. )
However, our approach is also applicable for prescribed T belonainn to
(O.T],(T>0)
NeXT we give a suttioient condition for that sup .(s).__._a(
sFiP
is attained by some X.(s). Whenever 7, n and X. (s) 0.
this is also a sufficient condition for the existPncP of a nnn- rnnc+nn+
optimal control ii
Proposition 3.5. Suppose sup { . (s),..., m(s)} is stricty greater
se 1\IR
roan eigenvaiues of R It then sup {x (s)...._ (c)I is a++nnc,,
ms cR
some X. (s)









(l) i(s) some elenvalue of R ac s
(2) For any ccmpact interva
attained by some where
For the proof of (1). Let
be the characteristic functions of R and (s) rospactively
Since G(js) 0 as s ,we see that
Now as the proof of Lemma 3.3, for each eigenvalue i of R. for each
sufficient small neighborhood Ni of there is so>0 such
that whenever s so, fs has the same number of roots in Ni as f
This shows( 1).
For (2), let I be a ccmpact interval and let
where sn I
Since I is Compact. {sn} has a convergent subsequence,so we
may assume {sn} itsel converqes to some s I
we claim that there is an i such that
As in the proof of Lemma 3.3., for each i(s), for each sufficiently
small neighborhood Ni of i(s) there is > 0 such that
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whenever s- s , fs and fS have the same numhPr of root
in N This shows that k(sn)(Sn) will eventually be contained in
some Ni Hence
and sc as required.
As a corollary. we have
Jorolla ry 3.6. Suppose the eigenvalues of R are less than or eaual to
zero, then we can construct u according to case I or case II
Proof: I f sup then since the eigenvalues.of
s€IR
n are less Tnan or equal To zero, by proposition 3,5, we can construct u
If sun we simnly let u=0
S E IR
Remark: 3.3. Suppose problem (P) falls within case III and has a solution
U Here, we have not yet established any relationship between u and the
maximizing sequence thus coistructed in general. Nevertheless it approximate
an optimal solution as'closely as we please. Furthermore, if u is constrained
to be piecewise smooth then whenever u exists we can also construct u as in
case I or II
4. Some examples:
io illustrate our approach let us investigate the following two examples:
Example I. Consider
maximize j(u)













subject to x = x+u
First, we have
If p>0, then attains its maximum value at w = 0 and the optima
control u = 1
if p= 0, then any u w.ith is an optimal solution.
If p < 0, then (w)<1 V w IR, and this problem has no solutior
while there is a maximizing sequence {un}:
where
Remark: In the case of p < 0. a probabiity measure on-[1.1]
such that
can be regarded as a solution to the problem, and it is called a'relaxed
control. The corresponding solution of the differential equation
x = x + u
is x=0
For details, one may consuit [4]
IT is inTeresting to ask that, does there actually exist a linear
quaaratic optimal periodic control problem with a nontrivial (i_e non-constant)
opTimai control u and an optimal period T>0? The following example will










We choose a branch of (w):
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Now note that, first we can choose a>0, d<0, c>0 and w>0
such that
then, fix w and a . by choosing d with large avsolute value and c
with small absolute value, while keeping cd to be a constant, we can also
suppose that
this means that we can find a , b, c ,d, w such that
sihce 0 as , it follows that must attain its
maximum value af a finite when a,c,d are suitably chosen.
at say. Now from our approach we can find a non-trivial optimal
control and an optimal perior , where is of the form
and
As a simple illustration, let a= , c=1 , d=-2
To find maximum of , we let
then it is necessary that
since = > ,we see that attains its maximum value
at =1.
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5 . C onclusion:
U nder assumption1 and constraintC 2 we have investigatedhe
properties of linear quadratic optimal periodic control problem from the
angel of F ourier expansion. T he idea of expandingthe performancei dex
in such a seriescomesfrom . [ 1 ] , ( see also [ 2 ] ) . W e have constructively
derived a method to find an optimal control , or a maximizingsequencefor the
problem . T his method depenus maninly on choosing suitable eigenvaluesof
I t ( s ) . in some cases we cin solve for an optimalcontrolu explicitlyand
consequentlydeterminean optimal period T systematically. T his is signif -
icant since there are so many periodic control problems that their optimal
periods T can hardly be found and there is no general method in determining
them.
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